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Friends and colleagues,
We're thrilled to announce that we'll begin accepting applications for Cyclotron
Road Cohort 3 on September 29th. This is an especially exciting time for us
each year, as it's the rst step in getting to know the fantastic people we'll
be spending the next several years supporting. Prospective applicants are
encouraged to sign up for an informational webinar and view the full
application timeline at cyclotronroad.org/apply.
We'd also like to congratulate Cyclotron Road innovator and Opus 12 cofounder Kendra Kuhl for being selected as one of MIT Technology Review's 35
Innovators Under 35. Way to go, Kendra!
Read on for the latest from Cyclotron Road. As you'll see, it's been a busy
month.
Thank you for your continued engagement and support.
Onward,
The Cyclotron Road Team

Cohort 3 applications to open on September 29th!
Visit cyclotronroad.org/apply to view the application timeline and sign up for
an informational webinar
Are you an entrepreneurial scientist interested in commercializing energy
technology? Apply to Cyclotron Road to join a dynamic community of top
energy innovators and drive your technology to market.

Participants in the program
receive a stipend and health
bene ts for up to two years,
access to Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, and intensive
mentorship, education, and
community focused on hard tech
innovation and
commercialization. Interested
prospective applicants are
encouraged to sign up for an
informational webinar to learn more.
Visit cyclotronroad.org/apply to sign up for a webinar and view the full
application timeline. More application details will be available when the
application window opens on September 29th.

Kendra Kuhl, Opus 12 Cofounder, is featured in MIT Tech Review’s
35 Under 35
Opus 12 cofounder Kendra Kuhl
was featured in MIT Tech Review’s
35 innovators under 35,
for developing a novel
electrochemical reactor that
converts CO2 to valuable
chemicals. Kendra and her
cofounders joined Cyclotron
Road’s rst cohort to
commercialize this reactor design,
which was developed as part of their graduate work at Stanford.
According to TR’s website, the series aims to showcase disrupters and
dreamers who are poised to be leaders in their eld, and includes innovators
working on medical breakthroughs, new electronic devices, and refashioned
energy technologies. Congratulations to Kendra!

Cuberg closes private financing round and joint development
agreement
Cuberg, led by Cyclotron Road innovators Richard Wang and Mauro Pasta
(right), recently closed a $900,000 funding round and signed a joint
development agreement with a strategic investor to develop their battery
technology for a high-value niche application. This represents a major step in
taking Cuberg's technology to market. They are rapidly expanding their R&D
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e orts and recently hired a
battery test engineer and a
research chemist to join the team.

Sepion wins ARPA-E award with partners 24M, Berkley Lab, and
Carnegie Melon
Sepion Technologies, led by
Cyclotron Road innovator Peter
Frischmann, has been awarded
funding from ARPA-E through
its IONICS program, announced
today. The collaboration is led by
battery manufacturer 24M and
includes Sepion, Berkeley Lab, and
Carnegie Mellon University as
subrecipients. Congratulations to Peter and the Sepion team!
Sepion's core membrane technology was developed at Berkeley Lab by
Frischmann and his co-founder, Molecular Foundry Sta Scientist Brett
Helms. He and his team are users at the Molecular Foundry where they
continue to develop their technology.

CalWave chases the Wave Energy Prize at Carderock
Marcus Lehmann and the
CalWave team (pictured at right
making nal adjustments to their
1/20 scale device) spent the last
two weeks competing in the nal
gate of the DOE Wave Energy
Prize at the Navy's Carderock
facility in West Bethesda,
Maryland. CalWave is one of 9
teams competing in the nal round of the $1,500,000 prize. The winner will be
announced on November 16th, 2016. Check out updates from all the teams
here.
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On the Road
Cohort news...
Opus 12 was featured in Scienti c American and received a DOE Small
Business Voucher … Sepion was selected as one of ve projects to
collaborate with Berkeley Lab under grants from the DOE’s HPC4Mfg
program … CalWave was mentioned on Salon.com and featured on The
Surge ...

Program news...
Ilan Gur spoke on a panel about funding for early stage startups at
Stanford University … The Bay Area Economic Council recognized
Cyclotron Road in their latest report … Greg Mulholland, cofounder of
Citrine Informatics, and TR35 Innovator Christine Ho visited as part of
our founder speaker series … Nobel laureates Steven Chu and Bob
Grubbs visited (and how you know Cyclotron Road is a startup) ...
Beth, Sebastien, and Ilan participated in the inaugural Nuclear
Innovation Bootcamp at UC Berkeley ...

What we're reading...
The New York Times’ recent pro le on X (formerly Google X) …
Vannevar Bush's "Science, the Endless Frontier" ... Village Capital's
report on startup acceleration ...

Catch up with us at an upcoming event!
Our program will be represented at the events below. Come say "hello" - We'd
love to meet you!
VERGE Accelerate, September 19-22, Santa Clara, CA

Nicholas Flanders, co-founder of Opus 12 will present during the VERGE
Accelerate program. Learn more about this year’s showcase here:
http://grn.bz/v16accelcr
Bio-based Live, September 26th - 27th, San Francisco, CA

Deepak Dugar and Zachary Sun will be presenting. Bio-Based Live gathers

innovators, start-ups and established players in the industry to share
best practice and help others with their path to commercialization. Download
the event brochure to nd out more.
NREL Innovation Showcase October 6th - 7th, Beaver Creek, CO

Matt Price will be introducing Cyclotron Road and Iris PV, Mallinda, Sepion
Technologies, and Visolis will be presenting.
Invent Penn State October 6th - 7th, State College, PA

Dane Boysen will be moderating the Energy Innovation Panel
"Open House" Happy Hour October 20, Townie, Berkeley, CA, 5:30pm

Meet the Cyclotron Road team and project leads at our Open House happy
hour - any and all are welcome!
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